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Background: The SYNTAX Score (SXscore) is an important prognostic factor for PCI patients. The incorporation of clinical factors may further 
augment the utility of the SXscore to risk stratify individual patients.
Methods & Results: Patient-level pooled data from 7 contemporary coronary stent trials (LEADERS, RESOLUTE, SIRTAX, SYNTAX, ARTS II, STRATEGY 
& MULTISTRATEGY) were used to develop the Logistic Clinical SXscore (LCSS) (Fig.1) - to predict 1-year risk of all-cause Death & MACE. A Core Model 
(composed of the SXscore, age, creatinine clearance & left ventricular ejection fraction) & Extended Model (incorporating the Core Model & best 
performing clinical variables) were developed & cross-validated by the omission of each of the coronary stent trials in turn. The LCSS demonstrated 
significantly more predictive ability for 1-year all-cause Death, with an area under the receiver operator curve (AUC) for the Core & Extended Models 
of 0.75 & 0.79 respectively, compared to 0.66 for the SXscore in isolation. Validation plots demonstrated a good agreement between predicted & 
observed risks. For 1-year MACE the SXscore & LCSS demonstrated comparable discriminative abilities (AUC: SXscore 0.61, Extended Model 0.62), 
secondary to the SXscore being the predominant determinant of all-cause revascularisation.
Conclusion: Compared to the SXscore the LCSS significantly enhances the risk stratification of PCI patients for Death at 1-year, and allows for a 
more personalised assessment of long-term patient risk.
 
